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Three-dimensional (3D) periodic architectures hold great promise for applications 
ranging from manipulating the flow of light for integrated photonics to high power and 
high energy batteries. Among the approaches to fabricate 3D meso-structured materials, 
colloidal self-assembly and holographic lithography are particularly attractive owing to 
their ability to create large, uniform templates. However, these 3D structures require 
extrinsic functionalities (e.g. emitters, microcavities or energy materials) to fully utilize 
their potentials. This thesis focused on additions of functional defects to the 3D networks 
and studied the enhanced interactions between the embedded defects and the 3D host 
materials.  
 A method based on epitaxial colloidal opal growth was developed to place 
fluorescent nanoparticles at specific locations inside 3D silicon inverse opal photonic 
crystals (PhCs), allowing the coupling between high dielectric contrast PhCs and 
localized emitters to be investigated. Transfer-printing was next used to assemble a new 
type of 3D PhC vertical microcavity consisting of a planar defect sandwiched between 
two silicon inverse opals. This technique was similarly applied to embed pre-defined 
high-quality defects into 3D holographic PhCs. Objects such as nanoparticle films, 
spheres, and emitters served as defects and were introduced to well-defined positions.  
Finally, interdigitated microbatteries were created from templates defined by both 
3D holographic lithography and conventional UV lithography. The influence of electrode 
width on liquid-phase ion diffusion was studied, which provided design parameters of 
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INTRODUCTION TO 3D PHOTONIC CRYSTALS 
 
1.1 Theory of photonic crystals 
1.1.1 Origin of photonic band gap 
Photonic crystals (PhCs) are materials with a periodically varying refractive index 
on a length scale comparable to the wavelength of light. In such structures, photons with 
a specific range of energies (the so called stop gap) cannot propagate along certain 
directions, resembling the case that no electronic states are allowed inside the bandgap of 
a semiconductor. The concept of PhCs was independently first advanced by Yablonovitch 
and John in their efforts to control light for different goals, where Yalonovitch proposed 
to suppress spontaneous emission using PhCs,[1] while John found strong localization of 
light in those structures.[2] The physics that governs the stop gap for photons has its origin 
in the coherence of scattered light from the periodic dielectric modulation. For a given 
wavelength inside the band gap as shown in Figure 1.1a, the scattered light from each 
layer is in phase with each other, producing a standing wave with the incident light that 
does not travel in the PhC. When the wavelength is outside the band gap, the partial 
scattered waves are out of phase and thus cancel each other (Figure 1.1b), allowing the 
incident light to propagate through the structure.  
A periodic multilayer film, often called a 1D PhC or distributed Bragg reflector 
(DBR), is the simplest PhC.[3] An important application for 1D PhCs is as dielectric 
mirrors for semiconductor lasers.[4-8] 1D PhCs possess a highly angle-dependent stop gap 
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It is important to realize that PBGs only emerge for specific symmetries. 
Researchers have made significant efforts to discover and fabricate PCs with large 
PBGs.[22] To date, diamond-like structures have been found to generate some of the 
largest gaps for a particular index contrast, and have received extensive attention for their 
“champion” photonic quality. The rod-connected diamond PC, a structure formed by 
dielectric rods which connect nearest-neighbor sites in the diamond lattice, exhibits an 
exceptionally broad gap width: 30% of the mid-gap energy for a refractive-index contrast 
of 3.6.[23] Besides the large bandwidth, diamond-based PBGs, which open between low 
energy bands, tend to be more immune to lattice defects compared to high-energy-band 
PBGs of other structures, such as those based on inverse opals.[17]  
 
1.1.2 Photonic density of states for 3D photonic crystals 
Photonic density of states (pDOS) describes the number of available 
electromagnetic states in a unit volume at each photon energy. In a homogeneous 
medium such as vacuum, pDOS can be calculated by treating light as optical standing 
waves in an infinitely large cubic box,[24] in which the standing wave takes the form, 






ఒ ሻ .                     (1.1) 
In Eqn. 1.1 L, c and λ stand for the length of the box, speed and wavelength of light, 
respectively. Positive integer nx, ny and nz represent the “quantum numbers” of the optical 
state in Cartesian coordinates. Substituting Eqn. 1.1 into wave equation gives, 




௛௖  .                                                                        (1.2) 
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The quantum numbers can be related to the photon energy E by replacing λ with E=hc/λ 
in Eqn. 1.2, suggesting that each state corresponds to one unique combination of the 
quantum numbers. Thus, the total number of optical states within the photon energy E is, 
ܰ ൌ 2 ൈ ଵ଼ ൈ
ସగ




௛௖ሻଷܧଷ .                  (1.3) 
The factors “2” and “1/8” in Eqn. 1.3 account for the polarization of light and the 
positive nature of the quantum numbers, respectively. Finally, pDOS is the derivative of 





ሺ௛௖ሻయ ܧଶ              (1.4) 
which can also be expressed in frequency ω as, 
ߩሺ߱ሻ ൌ ଵగమ௖య ߱ଶ .              (1.5) 
The above derivation only applies to homogeneous media, which shows a quadratic 
relationship between pDOS and frequency. For complex systems with spatial refractive 
index variations such as 3D PhCs, the pDOS often takes a general form as,  
ܰሺ߱ሻ ൌ ଵሺଶగሻయ ∑ ׬ ݀ܓߜሺ߱ െ ߱௡,ܓሻ஻௓௡  ,                   (1.6) 
where the frequency ߱௡,ܓ of the first n photonic bands is solved in Maxwell equations for 
each k (or optical state) in the first Brillouin zone. The pDOS can be readily obtained by 
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1.2.2 Layer-by-layer stacking 
Highly-developed conventional 2D lithography has also showed excellent 
capability of fabricating 3D PhCs. In this case, each layer of the 3D lattice is 
independently defined by e-beam lithography and subsequently stacked together with 
precise registration. In particular, Noda et al. reported a wood-pile 3D PhC with a 
complete PBG at near IR wavelengths by stacking III-V semiconductor stripes using 
wafer fusion and laser-assisted alignment (Figure 1.6).[19] By intentionally removing two 
stripes, they created a sharp 90◦ bend waveguide, presenting the first successful optical 
circuit embedded in 3D PhCs. Arkawa et al. adopted different strategy when stacking the 
3D structures, that each patterned planar component was lifted-off from the substrate and 
assembled between three rectangular positioning pins via advanced micromanipulation 
(Figure 1.7).[37] In addition, this method allowed them to introduce functional point 
defects that contained quantum dots (QDs) in one of the 2D layers and for the first time 
study the electron-photon coupling in 3D PhCs. Recently, Arkawa and co-works also 
pushed forward this technique to accomplish a low-threshold 3D PhC laser with a record-
high cavity quality factor of ~43,000.[38] 
Besides the obvious fact that layer-by-layer assembly requires complicated and 
time-consuming processes, which hinders their potential for practical applications, the 
major challenge remains for lattice registration, e.g., a spatial resolution of less than 10 
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1.2.4 Colloidal self-assembly  
Self-assembled 3D PhCs (so-called artificial opals), constructed by close-packed 
spheres in a face-centered cubic lattice, have attracted enormous attention owning to their 
ease of large-area and low-cost fabrication and because their optical properties can be 
tuned simply by varying the sphere diameter.[43] Among all the proposed methods to 
fabricate opals such as sedimentation,[44] cell confinement,[45] Lagmuir-Blodgett,[46] spin-
coating,[47] etc., the vertical deposition provides the highest optical quality and thus has 
been widely adopted by researchers.[48] During the vertical deposition, the evaporation of 
the solvent (generally water or ethanol) forces the spheres to align in the meniscus 
formed between air, colloidal solution and the vertical substrate (Figure 1.10). Artificial 
opals made of polystyrene or silica can be used as sacrificial templates for high refractive 
index material inversions (e.g. TiO2, Si, GaAs, etc.) to increase their photonic strength.[49-
51] Recently, extensive efforts to introduce controlled functionalities into colloidal 
crystals have also allowed people to thoroughly explore the light-matter interaction in 3D 
opals, leading to the realization of emission modification, waveguides, optoelectronic 
devices in self-assembled colloidal systems.[51-53]    
Inherent to the nature of the self-assembly, colloidal PhCs usually possess high 
density of undesired disorders and defects, which degrades their photonic strength. 
Another major drawback is that only FCC opals can be easily obtained in a large scale 
while methods for other symmetries often produce small or low-quality PhCs.[54] 
Unfortunately, FCC PhCs are not ideal photonic structures, since even with the highest 
available dielectric contrast (Si to air), they only exhibit a 5% full PBG in the defect-
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1.3 Controlling spontaneous emission in 3D photonic crystals 
1.3.1 Spontaneous emission 
Light is typically created in two fashions: spontaneous emission and stimulated 
emission. The former process refers to radiation of photons from high energy states to 
low energy states with no regard to classical electromagnetic field, which is responsible 
for most of incoherent light sources around us such as incandescent bulbs, fluorescent 
lamps, LEDs and so on. The latter process entails the amplified radiation triggered by the 
electromagnetic field with same wavelength, phase, polarization and direction, leading to 
a coherent light source like lasers. In classical theory of light, spontaneous emission (SE) 
is described as an irreversible emission of photon into free space with frequency (E2-
E1)/ħ, where E1 and E2 denote the energies of the ground and excited states and ħ is the 
Planck’s constant. However, the presence of Planck’s constant clearly suggests that SE is 
a quantum mechanical process. Indeed, a proper treatment of SE requires the quantization 
of both the energy states and the electromagnetic field, because in reality SE is not an 
intrinsic property of the emitters but the result from the interaction between electrons and 
the reservoir field (vacuum state).[61] Hence, SE can be modified by tailoring the modes 
of the surrounding vacuum field the emitters radiate into. It was first advanced by Purcell 
in 1946 that the SE decay rate can be enhanced by placing an emitter in a cavity whose 
resonance mode is near the emission frequency.[62] On the other hand, SE can also be 
inhibited if the surrounding environments (such as 3D PhCs with full PBGs) do not have 
available modes for the radiation to couple into.  
Control of SE is central to many processes involved with photon management 
including light emitting sources[63, 64], solar energy[65] and so on. For example, 
18	
	
manipulation of propagation of SE may facilitate more efficient light extraction in optical 
display devices.[66] Spectral redistribution of SE may permit more photons to couple into 
useful optical modes in optical cavity devices (e.g. lasers).[38]  In the following sections, 
Fermi’s golden rule, the basic principle that governs SE, and its variation in the presence 
of cavities will be firstly described, followed by a brief review of the progress achieved in 
SE control using 3D PhCs.    
 
1.3.2 Fermi’s golden rule 
To illustrate the basic mechanism underlying SE and its decay rate, we consider a 
two-level atom interacting with a continuum of quantized electromagnetic field modes in 
free space.[67] The Hamiltonian of the two-level atom can be written as, 
ܪ௔௧ ൌ ԰߱௔௧ߪାߪି ,            (1.7) 
where σ+ and σ- are the pseudo-spin operators and refer to the upward and downward 
electronic transitions in the atom, respectively. The Hamiltonian of the field in free space 
takes the form, 
ܪ௖ ൌ ∑ ԰߱࢑ܽ࢑றܽ࢑࢑  ,                        (1.8) 
where ܽ࢑ற and ܽ࢑ are the creation and annihilation operators of the field mode with index 
k (stands for both wavevector ሬ݇Ԧ and polarization). In Schrödinger picture, the interaction 
Hamiltonian under dipole approximation and rotation wave approximation is, 
ܪ௜௡௧ ൌ ∑ ݅԰ሺ݃࢑ܽ࢑ߪା െ ݃࢑∗ܽ࢑றߪିሻ࢑  ,             (1.9) 
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The electron-photon coupling strength is defined as ݃࢑ ൌ ට ఠ࢑ଶ԰ఌబ௏ ݀ ∙ ߝሺ࢘ሻ , in which 
݀ ൌ 〈1|ࢊ|2〉 is the dipole matrix element and r denotes the position of the atom. ߝ଴,  ߝሺ࢘ሻ 
and V are the permittivity of vacuum, permittivity of the medium and mode volume. 
Therefore, the total Hamiltonian follows, 
ܪ௧௢௧ ൌ ܪ଴ ൅ ܪ௜௡௧ ,                     (1.10) 
        ൌ ԰߱௔௧ߪାߪି ൅ ∑ ԰߱࢑ܽ࢑றܽ࢑࢑ ൅ ∑ ݅԰൫݃࢑ܽ࢑ߪା െ ݃࢑∗ܽ࢑றߪି൯࢑  ,                  (1.11) 
Initially at time t = 0, the atom is in its excited state |݁ݔۧ and the field is in the vacuum 
state	|0ۧ, so the evolved total state at time t is,  
|Ψሺݐሻۧ ൌ ܿଵሺݐሻ|݁ݔ, 0ۧ ൅ ∑ ܿଶ,࢑ሺݐሻ|݃ݎ, 1࢑ۧ࢑  ,                  (1.12) 
Based on the perturbation theory, the equations of motion for the probability amplitudes 
ܿଵሺݐሻ  and ܿଶ,࢑ሺݐሻ  can be readily obtained by inserting Eqn. 1.12 into Schrödinger 
equation, 
ܿଵሶ ሺݐሻ ൌ ∑ ݃࢑݁௜ሺఠೌ೟ିఠ࢑ሻ௧ܿଶ,࢑ሺݐሻ࢑ 	,            (1.13) 
ሶܿଶ,࢑ሺݐሻ ൌ െ݃࢑∗݁ି௜ሺఠೌ೟ିఠ࢑ሻ௧ܿଵሺݐሻ	,                          (1.14) 
Here |ܿଵሺݐሻ|ଶ corresponds to the probability of finding the atom in the excited state at 
time t. To get an expression that only contains	ܿଵሺݐሻ, we integrate Eqn. 1.14 and then 
substitute it into Eqn. 1.13, yielding,  
ܿଵሶ ሺݐሻ ൌ െ∑ |݃࢑|ଶ࢑ ׬ ݀ݐᇱ௧଴ ݁ି௜ሺఠೌ೟ିఠ࢑ሻሺ௧
ᇲି௧ሻܿଵሺݐᇱሻ ,         (1.15) 
Since the reservoir field is continuum, we can replace the summation over k with an 
integral as ∑࢑ →	 ௏ሺଶగሻయ 	׬ ݀࢑
ஶ
ିஶ , which gives, 
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ᇲି௧ሻ ,                  (1.16) 
According to Weisskopf-Wigner approximation, ܿଵሺݐᇱሻ  varies sufficiently slowly 
compared to the exponential factor in the time integral in Eqn. 1.16 such that it can be 
evaluated at time t and removed from the integral. Also, it is convenient to introduce a 
delta function that rewrites Eqn. 1.16 as, 
ܿଵሶ ሺݐሻ ൌ െܿଵሺݐሻ  
          ൈ ௗమଶఌబ԰	׬ ݀߱
ஶ




ሺଶగሻయఌሺ࢘ሻ ׬ ݀࢑ߜሺ߱ െ ߱࢑ሻ
ஶ
ିஶ  ,    (1.17) 
The last integral is the definition of photonic density of states, which counts the number 
of modes per unit volume at a given frequency.  The middle integral over ݐᇱcan be 
simplified as,  
lim௧→ஶ ׬ ݀ݐᇱ݁ି௜ሺఠೌ೟ିఠሻሺ௧ᇲି௧ሻ௧଴ ൌ ߨߜሺ߱ െ ߱௔௧ሻ െ ܲሺ ௜ఠିఠೌ೟ሻ ,      (1.18) 
Inserting Eqn. 1.18 back into Eqn. 1.17 follows,  
ܿଵሶ ሺݐሻ ൌ െሺఊଶ െ ݅∆ሻܿଵሺݐሻ ,                          (1.19)   
where 
ߛ ൌ గௗమఠೌ೟ఌబ԰ ൈ	׬ ݀࢑ߜሺ߱௔௧ െ ߱࢑ሻ
ஶ
ିஶ  ,          (1.20) 
is the analytical expression for Fermi’s golden rule, which states that the rate of SE 
depends on the intrinsic emission dipole d and the density of available external modes the 
emitter radiates into. The other term, 




଴  ,                              (1.21) 
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is called Lamb shift, representing a small shift in transition frequency. Finally, the time 
evolution of transition probability can be derived from Eqn. 1.19,  
|ܿଵሺݐሻ|ଶ ൌ ݁ିఊ௧ .            (1.22) 
showing that electrons in the excited atomic state relax via an exponential decay. 
 
1.3.3 Weak electron-photon coupling 
When SE decay rate ߛ is much greater than electron-photon coupling strength	݃, 
the light-matter interaction stays in the so called “weak coupling” regime, as manifested 
in Fermi’s gold rule. In this case, the modes of electromagnetic field are treated as a 
reservoir with infinitely short memory on the emitted photons, leading to an irreversible 
process. If the emitter is placed in a homogeneous medium with refractive index n, the 




ଷగ԰ఢబ௖య ,                                                                                               (1.23) 
If the emitter is surrounded by a cavity, the free space pDOS is should be replaced by the 
cavity pDOS,  
ߩ௖௔௩௜௧௬ሺ߱ሻ ൌ ఑ଶగ௏
ଵ
ሺ఑/ଶሻమାሺఠ೎ೌೡ೔೟೤ିఠሻ  ,                                            (1.24) 
which leads to the SE rate in a cavity as, 




ସሺఠ೎ೌೡ೔೟೤ିఠሻమା఑మ ߛ௙௥௘௘ .        (1.25) 
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In Eqn. 1.25, ܳ ൌ ߱௖௔௩௜௧௬/ߢ is defined as cavity quality factor (Q-factor). For a cavity 




௏ ߛ௙௥௘௘ܳ ,           (1.26) 
while for a cavity detuned from the emission frequency,  
ߛ௖௔௩௜௧௬ ൎ ఒ
య
௏ ߛ௙௥௘௘ܳିଵ ,         (1.27) 
Eqn. 1.26 and Eqn.1.27 clearly shows the enhancement and suppression of SE when the 
atomic transition is on and off resonance with the cavity mode, respectively, which was 
first discovered by Purcell and thus called Purcell effect. [62]  
Fermi’s golden rule (weak coupling) predicts that for the time large enough so 
that energy conservation is established but short enough for the first-order perturbation 
theory to hold, the excited atom state relaxes via an exponential decay, whose rate is 
determined by both the electronic property of the emitter and pDOS of the surrounding 











1.3.4 Control of light emission in 3D photonic crystals 
The interaction between emitters and 3D PhCs has been intensively investigated 
in the past decade in order to achieve full control of SE in all directions. The early 
experiments on SE manipulation were carried out in 3D opal PhCs made of low dielectric 
materials and infiltrated with organic dyes. Pioneered by Lawandy and coworkers, the 
emission rate of a dye was found to be inhibited by a factor of 1.75 in polystyrene opal 
PhCs, compared to that in a disordered structure.[68] Later, Gaponenko et al. reported a 
two-fold change of SE rate from dyes dispersed in polymer-coated SiO2 opals.[69] 
However, in principle colloidal opals with low dielectric contrast could only weakly 
modify SE. As disputed later, the above observations were mainly attributed to the 
variation of the chemical environment surrounding the emitters or the emission from the 
PhC backbones. The first accurate measurement of SE modification in 3D PhCs was 
performed by Vos et al., where they adopted highly efficient quantum dots (QDs) and 
selectively infiltrated them inside a high dielectric contrast TiO2 inverse opal.[50] The 
sharp emission of individual QD allowed them to precisely probe the modulated pDOS in 
3D PhCs. Both pronounced enhancement and suppression of SE were observed and 
quantitatively compared to a better-suited reference (Figure 1.14), a small-lattice PhC 
whose stopgap was on the blue side of the QD emission. Besides dyes and quantum dots, 
efforts have also been spent on incorporation of rare-earth emitters into 3D opal PhCs.[70-
72] In particular, van Veggel et al. successfully doped Er2+ into an inverse opal composed 
of GaN/SiO2 composites via a simple solid state reaction. Their experiment revealed a 
three-fold modification of Er2+ emission rate induced by the strong stopgap of the PhC 
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CONTROL OF SPONTANEOUS EMISSION IN  
3D SILICON PHOTONIC CRYSTALS *1 
 
2.1 Introduction & motivation 
Compared to 1D and 2D PhCs, which inherently cannot control SE in all three 
directions, 3D PhCs hold promise for complete control over SE. In recent years, SE 
control by colloidal crystals and TiO2 inverted opals has been demonstrated.[2-7] 
However, little work on SE has been conducted on silicon or other high refractive index 
contrast inverse opal PhCs that exhibit strongly modified photonic DOS.[8, 9] The emitters 
commonly used in the previous SE control studies were either organic dyes or colloidal 
quantum dots. Although these materials exhibit high quantum emission efficiency, these 
emitters are not ideal for several reasons: (i) the generally broad emission of dyes does 
not allow investigation of sharp DOS features in an opal PhC;[5] (ii) both dyes and 
colloidal quantum dots often suffer from photo oxidation and bleaching;[10, 11] (iii) and 
perhaps most importantly, they are generally introduced into opal PhCs by infiltration 
and thus randomly infill the PhCs, including the near-surface and surface of the PhC 
where of course their optical properties are not influenced as much by the PhC. In this 
letter, we demonstrate incorporation of LaF3: Nd nanoparticles at well-defined locations 
in a silicon inverse opal. We probe the sharp DOS features of a silicon inverse opal PhC 
by studying the stable narrow emission of the embedded Nd3+ at 1052 nm as a function of 
																																																								




silicon filling fractions and find that the radiative lifetime of the embedded particles is 
strongly correlated to photonic DOS. 
 
2.2 Fabrication of silicon photonic crystal sandwich structures 
Accurate PhC SE studies require that the emitter be stable and have high quantum 
efficiency as well as a narrow emission linewidth relative to the DOS features. 
Neodymium-doped lanthanum fluoride is an excellent candidate in these respects. The 
emission of Nd ion arises from parity forbidden transitions between energy levels of 4f 
electrons and thus has very narrow (~20 nm) emission bands.[12] The LaF3 host provides 
protection and also endues the Nd ions with high quantum yield.[13] For this study, the 
LaF3: Nd nanoparticles were synthesized following a modified version of van Veggels’s 
procedure.[14] The synthesis was carried out at 90°C rather than 75°C to increase the 
particle size. After formation of the LaF3: Nd nanoparticles, an extra 7 nm of LaF3 was 
grown on the shell to increase the luminescence yield.[15] After purification, the resulting 
nanoparticles could be dispersed in isopropanol, and have an average diameter of 50 nm. 
It is known that the Nd3+ quantum efficiency increases as the Nd doping concentration is 
decreased.[16] We find that 0.5% Nd doped LaF3 is optimal taking into consideration both 
quantum yield and brightness.  
One of the outstanding difficulties in studying SE manipulation in PhCs is an 
approach to place the emitters at well-defined locations within the three dimensional 
structure. In our procedure, a thin layer of LaF3: Nd particles is introduced into the 
colloidal crystal as a planar defect parallel to the <111> opal crystal plane. As shown in 
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To tune the filling fraction of the silicon inverse PhCs, each piece of colloidal 
crystal was exposed to a different number of Al2O3 deposition cycles via atomic layer 
deposition (ALD). This Al2O3 layer served to reduce the amount of silicon deposited in 
the next step and thus provided control over the spectral position of the optical features. 
In each ALD cycle (Savannah 100, Cambridge NanoTech) the water and 
trimethylaluminium (TMAl) exposure times were 0.05 s and 0.10 s, respectively, 
followed by 65 s pump time. The chamber was kept at 80°C during the deposition 
process. Each ALD cycle conformally deposited 1.2±0.2 Å alumina over the template. 
The 4 pieces were exposed to 10, 20, 30 and 40 ALD cycles, and subsequently 
concurrently infiltrated with amorphous silicon by means of static chemical vapor 
deposition (CVD) at 350°C for 5 hours using Si2H6.[18] Each opal presented an overlayer 
of silicon, indicating that the pinch-off of the templates had been reached (all colloidal 
crystals were maximally filled). The excess silicon was then removed by reactive ion 
etching as previously described,[19] and the silica and alumina were concurrently removed 
by immersing the samples in dilute HF (5% HF in a 50 : 50 ethanol : water mixture) for 
30 min, followed by rinsing in isopropanol and drying at 60°C. The final result were 
emitter-embedded silicon inverse PhCs of 20.8%, 19.7%, 17.9%, 16.6% silicon filling 
fractions, starting from the assumption that 22.4% is the maximum filling fraction for an 
inverse opal;[20] these values are extracted from calculations as will be discussed. A cross 
section SEM image of the sandwich silicon inverse opal is presented in Figure 2.2a and 
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As the alumina coating is increased from 10 cycles to 40 cycles, the filling 
fraction of silicon inversion is reduced from 20.8% to 16.6%, causing the stopgap of the 
silicon inverse PhCs to blue-shift about 0.05 in reduced frequency units (a/, where a = 
625 nm, is the lattice constant of the opal crystal), corresponding to a 100 nm wavelength 
shift, which allows finely tuning the relative spectral position between the stopgap and 
the 1052 nm Nd3+ emission line (gray dashed line).  
 
2.3.2 Spectral & time-resolved photoluminescence measurement 
Both spectral and time-resolved experiments were performed to study the 
influence of silicon inverse PhCs on the spontaneous emission of the sandwiched LaF3: 
Nd nanoparticles. The optical setup is shown in Figure 2.4. The laser used was a tunable 
Ti: Sapphire CW (continuous wave) laser (Spectra-Physics 3900S) pumped by a 2 W Ar 
ion CW laser operating at the all line mode. The output wavelength of the Ti: Sapphire 
laser was set at 796 nm with an average power of 100 mW. The excitation laser was then 
modulated by an optical chopper at 100 Hz and focused onto the sample by a 60× 
objective with a 0.85 numerical aperture.  The emission from the sample was collected by 
the same objective and directed into a monochromator which was set to 1052 nm with a 
spectral resolution of 50 nm. To obtain the emission decay curve, an oscilloscope was 
used to record the signal from the NIR PMT detector (Hamamatsu H10330A-75) after the 
excitation was blocked by the chopper. The temporal resolution for such lifetime 
measurement is estimated to be about 15 µs taking into account the system responses and 
the modulation of the excitation beam of a finite size. The PL spectra were obtained using 
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dependence.[21] The time-resolved data (Figure 2.5b), measured at a center wavelength of 
λ = 1052 nm with a 50nm spectral resolution, provide direct evidence of emission 
manipulation by PhCs through the differences in the radiative lifetime. All decay curves 
were fitted by a double exponential function.[22] The luminescence decay times for the 
silicon inverse opals with a = 625 nm are 352±13 µs (20.8% SFF), 418±15 µs (19.7% 
SFF), 565±20 µs (17.9% SFF) and 501±15 µs (16.6% SFF). A possible explanation on 
the multiple decay channel behavior is that the probabilities of the radiative emission of 
Nd ions are different near the particle surface and in the core. It would be rather 
challenging to investigate the influence of photonic environments on each decay channel 
individually. In this work, we used the averaged emission lifetime that was previously 
employed to study the quantum yield of Nd3+ doped nanoparticles. The averaged 
radiative lifetime can be calculated as follows: 
τୟ ൌ ୅భ	୲భ
మା୅మ	୲మమ
୅భ	୲భା୅మ	୲మ,             (2.1) 
where A1, A2 , t1, and t2 are fitting constants. For example, the fitting result of 17.9% SFF 
data is shown in Figure 2.6. The reduced chi-square and averaged lifetime are 7.43 ×10-5 
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To qualitatively determine the effect of photonic crystals on SE control, a 
reference system, e.g., a photonic crystal with a smaller lattice parameter in which the 
emission is on the red side of the stopgap, has been previously utilized.[23] We 
constructed a similar reference structure with embedded emitters from 240 nm silica 
spheres (a = 340 nm) which was subsequently coated using 10 cycles of alumina ALD 
and filled with Si via CVD. The ALD and Si infilling procedure was applied to ensure the 
nanoparticles in the reference sample were in a similar chemical environment as the other 
samples and to ensure all samples had been similarly processed. The SFF value and 
lifetime of the reference were found to be 20.0% and 390±16 µs. Compared with this 
reference sample, the emission is enhanced for the inverse opal with a = 625 nm and 
20.8% SFF and is suppressed for the samples with 17.9% SFF and 16.6% SFF, and about 
the same as the 19.7% SFF sample .  
 
2.4 Photonic density of states correlations 
In the opal sandwich structures, the thin LaF3: Nd particle layer that has a 
refractive index different from the surrounding materials, which introduces a planar 
defect within the PhC. It has been shown that such a structural defect can create a spectral 
defect state in PBGs, manifesting itself as a dip (spike) within Bragg peaks in reflectance 
(transmittance) spectra.[24, 25] The spectral position of the state is determined by the 
refractive index and thickness of the defect material and the optical properties of the 
surrounding PhC.  Regardless of the thickness of the planar defect, a defect state will 
always be produced in any PBGs and periodically sweeps the entire PBG as the thickness 
of the defect layer increases.[26] For our samples, the defect state is not apparent in the 
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reflectance and transmittance spectra. It might overlap with the tail of the Bragg peak on 
the high energy side given the fact that the ratio of the emitter layer thickness to the 
lattice constant is small (~ 0.1). Most important for this work, the defect mode does not 
overlap with the Nd3+ emission spectrum. Thus, we can neglect the influence of the 
defect state on the SE of the emitters and approximate the sandwich structure as a perfect 
infinite silicon inverse opal PhC in the band structure and DOS calculations.    
The photonic band structures and density of states were calculated using the MIT 
Photonic Bands computer program to interpret the dynamics of the emission measured in 
the silicon inverse PhCs (a = 625 nm).[27] The -L stopgap for each PhC was fitted to 
their respective reflectance peak (Figure 2.3) by adjusting within the experimental 
uncertainty the thickness of silicon coating and the size of interconnecting windows 
between two adjacent opal lattices. The effective refractive index was derived from the 
dispersion of the first photonic band close to the zone center. The fitted parameters 
served as inputs to simulate the corresponding photonic DOS spectrum, which was 
carried out using 23508 k-points that were evenly distributed in the irreducible Brillouin 
zone and carefully weighted.[28, 29] The silicon filling fraction was calculated by modeling 
the silicon inverse structures using Mathematica with the fitted parameters and 
numerically integrating over the silicon volume. Figure 2.7 shows the evolution of the 
DOS for structures with varying SFF and the PL spectrum of Nd3+. As the SFF decreases, 
while the shape of the DOS curves remains the same, the sharp DOS features gradually 
migrate to the high energy side, enabling the Nd emission to probe different DOS 
regions. For example, the PL (centered at a/λ = 0.59) lines up with the high DOS peak 
near the -L band edge for the case of 20.8% SFF, which is consistent with the enhanced 
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emission (short lifetime) observed experimentally for this sample. For the samples of 
17.9% SFF and 16.6% SFF, in which inhibited emission (long lifetimes) were observed, 
the PL falls within the strongly depleted DOS region of the stopgap. The difference in the 
measured lifetime for those two cases suggests a variation in the photonic strength within 
the stopgap, where the former presents a lower DOS than the latter according to the 
simulation. 
Since structural fluctuations among inverse opals of different batches during the 
fabrication (e.g. crystal thickness, location of emitters and density of crystal defects) 
might affect the optical measurements, a quantitative analysis is directly performed 
among these samples with a = 625 nm that were cut from the same crystal and thus have 
identical structural conditions; the only difference between the samples is the amount of 
Al2O3 in the intermediate step and the resulting SFF. To examine the influence of the 
Al2O3 ALD on Nd3+ emission (although Al2O3 was completely removed in the oxide 
etching step for the sample studies), time-resolved emission measurements were 
performed on two control samples with similar SFF but different amount of ALD. We 
fabricated another small lattice parameter reference sample (which also presents no DOS 
modification at 1052 nm Nd3+ emission peak) from 320 nm silica spheres (a = 453 nm) 
and 20 cycles of Al2O3 ALD. The corresponding SFF and emission lifetime of this 
sample were found to be 19.3% and 403±17 µs. In Figure 2.8, the measured emission 
decay profile of a = 453 nm sample is plotted together with that of a=340nm reference 
sample which was made with 10 cycles of ALD and previously mentioned. Although 
these two samples were constructed with different amount of ALD, they showed similar 
radiative lifetime, suggesting that ALD processing does not alter Nd3+ emission 
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properties. The sample with 19.7% SFF is used as a reference because its emission is the 
least modified according to the small lattice reference (a = 340 nm). Table 2.1 displays 
the measured emission rates (inverse lifetime) and the corresponding DOS values 
(integrated over the emission spectrum of Nd3+) for various SFF normalized by 19.7% 
SFF data. The emission rate and DOS for each sample are highly correlated: the change 
of the relative emission rate ranges from 19% SE enhancement (20.8% SFF) to 26% SE 
inhibition (17.9% SFF); the relative DOS changes for these two cases are a 77% increase 
and 68% reduction, respectively. To examine if the photonic crystal effect is responsible 
for the SE change rather than differences in the effective refractive index of each sample 
due to the variation in SFF, we modeled the PhC as a homogeneous medium (HM) with 
the effective refractive index obtained from the band structure calculations, and the SE 
rate in such a homogeneous medium is proportional to the refractive index.[30, 31] We 
estimated the change of the emission rate due to the variation in the SFF, which is found 
to decrease monotonically in a very small magnitude (≈ 2% per 1% SFF), e.g. the 
emission rate in a HM increases 2.0% when SFF increases from 19.7% to 20.8% and 
decreases 4.3% and 7.0% as SFF is reduced from 19.7% to 17.9% and 16.6%. A much 
larger change of emission rate was experimentally observed among these samples, 
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Although the general trends in the experimental SE data and the DOS calculations 
agree, the magnitude of the SE rate change is less than the variation of the DOS. This is 
due to various non-idealities in the experiment: the self-assembled PhCs contain defects 
which degrade their photonic strength; the double exponential decay of the emission 
suggests the presence of a non-radiative decay process, and the experimental samples 
have finite thickness. 
 
2.5 Conclusions 
In conclusion, we have demonstrated that the photonic band structure of silicon 
inverse PhCs can be specifically and finely tailored using ALD at an intermediate step 
between template fabrication and silicon inversion. This is coupled with the incorporation 
of rare earth nanoparticle emitters into the silicon inverse PhCs at a well-defined location 
provided by a simple experimental procedure. We utilize the narrow emission linewidth 
of rare earth nanoparticles and the filling fraction tuning enables to study the effect of the 
photonic DOS on spontaneous emission. Time-resolved experiments reveal that the 
emission rate of embedded emitters can be strongly manipulated by the stopgap of silicon 
inverse opals; up to a 61% change of emission decay rate is observed between the 
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3D SILICON PHOTONIC CRYSTAL MICROCAVITY 
 
3.1 Introduction & motivation 
3D Photonic crystals (PhC) are considered one of the most promising means to 
realize miniaturized low threshold lasers. This is because 3D PhCs microcavities can 
possess both a high cavity quality factor and a small mode volume. If the 3D PhC has a 
full photonic band,[1-5] spontaneous emission at wavelengths other than cavity modes is 
suppressed and consequentially the lasing threshold is reduced via the Purcell effect.[6] 
However, limited work has been done on 3D PhC lasers due to difficulties in fabricating 
defect cavities and incorporating gain medium into the 3D PhC network. Reference[7] 
demonstrated a 3D PhC laser with a record-high cavity Q factor and ultralow lasing 
threshold using a layer-by-layer assembly method. Such device is expensive and difficult 
to scale due to the complex fabrication procedures. Lasing was also realized in polymer-
based colloidal PhC systems,[8, 9] in which two polymeric 3D PhCs sandwiched a thin 
film of dye-doped polymer that served as the lasing cavity and gain medium. However, 
polymer PhCs can only weakly interact with light and manifest a weak photonic band gap 
with strong angular dependence due to their low refractive index modulation. Thus, these 
3D structures actually claim few advantages over their 1D and 2D counterparts.[6, 10, 11] In 
this work, our goal is to develop a new route to fabricate 3D PhC microcavities using 
high dielectric contrast silicon inverse opal PhCs. Our method paves the way for 
achieving 3D PhC lasers that utilize Si photonics to provide cavity resonances and III-V 
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The above 3D Si PhC vertical cavity is simulated in commercial finite difference 
time domain (FDTD) software from Lumerical Solutions. Figure 3.2a shows the 
simulated cavity mode as a function of the cavity thickness, where the top and the bottom 
PhCs both have 9 layers of lattices and the refractive index of the cavity material is 3.5. 
Similar as the conventional DBR cavity, the cavity mode in our design periodically 
sweeps the photonic bandgap with increasing cavity thickness. The order of cavity mode 
m also scales with the cavity thickness L as mλ = L, e.g. the defect forms a ½ lambda 
cavity when its thickness ranges from 150 nm to 350 nm. The simulated quality factor 
(Q-factor) of the microcavity is shown Figure 3.2b. The decrease of the Q-factor at the 
band edge is due to the reduced reflectivity at those wavelengths. Here the calculated Q-
factor can only predict its experimental upper limit, since the real value is purely 
determined by the quality of the fabricated silicon photonic crystal in experiments.   
 
 
Figure 3.2 Simulated (a) cavity mode and (b) Q-factor of a 3D Si opal PhC microcavity 
with 9 periods of lattice for both top and bottom PhCs as a function of cavity thickness. 





































3.3 Fabrication of silicon photonic crystal microcavities 
The 3D PhC microcavity is assembled by transfer-printing, as illustrated in 
Figure 3.3. A bottom Si inverse opal PhC with 15 layers (7 μm) is prepared as reported 
previously.[14, 16] A thin Si film (~ 300 nm) is then transfer-printed onto the 3D PhC 
surface, followed by the printing of a top 3D silicon PhC that has 9 layers (4 μm) and is 
lifted off from a sacrificial substrate. This method offers great flexibility in material 
selections and structural designs. For instance, the Si thin film can be replaced by a III-V 
compound semiconductor quantum-well layer or a polymer film embedded with colloidal 
quantum dots, as to potentially achieve a hybrid lasing system.[17] The cavity layer can 
also be patterned in advance of printing, in order to alter the modal field or enhance Q-
factor.[18, 19]  
In this work, the transfer printing is performed using micro-structured PDMS 
stamps as first developed by the Rogers group at Illinois.[20] Due to the viscoelastic nature 
of the PDMS surface, objects (ink) can be detached from the donor substrate by rapidly 
retrieving the stamp and transferred onto a receiver substrate by slow retraction.[21] The 
micro-tips on the stamp can dynamically switch the adhesion between the ink and the 
stamp. During the inking step, the applied force collapses the micro-tips, leading to a 
conformal contact and thus maximal interfacial adhesion. After retrieval, the micro-tips 
undergo elastic relaxation and gradually separate the ink from the backing layer, which 
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2. AZ4620 photoresist (PR) is spin-casted on the colloidal film and patterned 
into 160 μm X 160 μm squares. After development, the PR is hard-baked in 
oven at 150 C for 30 min to increase its resistance to acids.  
3. To etch Si and SiO2 at the exposed regions, Si RIE (10 SCCM O2, 10 SCCM 
SF6, 50 mTorr, 70 W, 80 s) is first applied to remove the ~ 100 nm Si 
overlayer, which reveals both SiO2 colloids and the underneath thermal oxide 
sacrificial layer. SiO2 is then etched in 10% HF and 0.5% surfactant (3M 
Novec 4200) solution, with the etching rates of 500 nm/min for SiO2 spheres 
and 300 nm/min for thermal oxide. The left Si scaffold is subsequently etched 
in 12 : 6 : 1 HNO3 (70%) : H2O : HF (49%) solution for 2 min.  
4. After rinsing off the first PR pattern with acetone, another step of 
photolithography with AZ4620 PR is performed to only cover the central 
region of each square island with a 120 μm X 120 μm pattern. As a result, the 
Si coating is partially exposed and then etched by RIE (20 SCCM O2, 20 
SCCM CF4, 150 mTorr, 70 W, 80 s), followed by stripping off the PR pattern.  
5. The third photolithography is carried out with AZ5214 PR on the square opal 
islands to define the PR anchor that consist an 80 μm X 80 μm square and 
four 5 μm X 40 μm stripes connecting the edge of the squares to the substrate. 
Upon removal of all the remaining SiO2 (10% HF & 0.5% surfactant for 90 
min), each PhC ink is released from the substrate but secured by the four PR 
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Figure 3.9 Reflectance measurement of the 3D Si PhC ink printed on glass substrate.   
 
We finally assembled a 3D PhC vertical microcavity by printing a 320 nm Si film 
onto a  reverted Si inverse opal (7 μm) and subsequently placing a Si invers opal onto the 
cavity layer, as shown in Figure 3.10. If the Si cavity layer is replaced by an emitting 
layer with high quantum yield in future, strong light-mater interaction can be expected in 
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INCORPORATION OF FUNCTIONAL DEFECTS INTO 
3D HOLOGRAPHIC PHOTONIC CRYSTALS 
 
4.1 Introduction & motivation 
The previous projects in Chapter 2 and Chapter 3 are built on 3D colloidal 
photonic crystals (PhCs). Although this type of PhCs is known for their low cost, large 
area and ease of fabrication, their structures often possess abundant undesired disorders 
and defects that degrade their optical properties. Alternatively, holographic PhCs, 
enabled by multi-beam interference inside a photoresist, can produce large-area and 
defect-free 3D structures. So far, holographic PhCs with various symmetries have been 
demonstrated such as diamond, woodpile, and face centered cubic.[1-3] However, one of 
the remaining challenges for this technology is to furnish the 3D structure with needed 
functionalities such as point defects for no threshold lasers or cavity QED,[4, 5] line 
defects for waveguiding and plane defects for sensing.[6, 7] To date, the only available tool 
to introduce defects into holographic PhCs is two-photon polymerization (TPP) direct 
writing.[8] When exposed to high-intensity pulsed laser with half the absorption photon 
energy, photoresists can be polymerized by absorbing two photons simultaneously. Direct 
writing of defects inside holographic PhCs has been realized by coupling such TPP with 
confocal microscopes and high-precision translation stages.[9, 10] Registration of line 
defects with the crystal lattice has also been demonstrated using advanced fluorescent 
imaging.[11] Albeit the TPP direct writing has an excellent flexibility of creating and 
positioning arbitrary defects in PhCs, it suffers from Abbe’s diffraction limit and thus 
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exhibits a poor control of the size and shape of the introduced defects. Such structural 
factors, however, strongly dictates their optical properties including defect mode, quality 
factor and field distribution. In addition, imperfections in laser beam and scattering can 
also increase the surface roughness of these defects, which is detrimental to their optical 
performance. Another major drawback of the TPP is that it cannot write in media other 
than photoresist or incorporate foreign functional materials such as emitters or absorbers, 
significantly limiting the potentials of the 3D architectures created by this technique. 
Here we develop a new route to introduce defects into holographic PhCs by transfer-
printing. This technique allows us to add a great variety of functionalities that are pre-
defined with high structural quality via fabrication tools like photo lithography, colloidal 
synthesis and so on. By placing colloidal quantum dots (QDs) at specific locations inside 
3D holographic PhCs, we demonstrate an excellent control of their spontaneous emission 
(SE). In particular, we observe both suppressed emission due to photonic band gap and 
enhanced emission from a PhC microcavity by altering the photoresist structure around 
the QDs. 
 
4.2 Experimental procedures for embedding defects  
 Figure 4.1 illustrates the fabrication procedures for incorporating nano/micro 
defects into 3D holographic PhCs. The process begins with preparing an SU8 photoresist 
film on a glass/ITO substrate, followed by forming a defect layer on a PDMS stamp. If 
the defect is spin-casted onto the stamp, an oxygen-plasma treatment is needed in 
advance to improve the hydrophilicity of the PDMS surface. Upon heating, the particle 
layer is transfer-printed onto the bottom SU8 film. The top SU8 film is casted onto 
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another oxygen-plasma-treated stamp and subsequently printed onto the defect layer. 
Finally, the entire sandwich structure undergoes the standard process for holographic 
lithography including multi-beam interference exposure, post baking, and 
development.[12] A detailed fabrication procedure is summarized as follows,  
1. Spin-coating the bottom SU8 film (SU8 2010) at 2000 rpm for 30 s and pre-
baking at 65 C for 5 min and 95 C for 5 min; 
2. Treating PDMS with oxygen plasma (600 mTorr, 50 W, 20 SCCM, 80 s); 
3. Spin-coating nanoparticle solution (1.5 wt% LaF3 or 0.1 wt% 500 nm 
polystyrene or silica spheres in IPA) on the treated PDMS; 
4. Placing particle-coated PDMS in contact with SU8 film, followed by baking 
at 65 C for 20 min and slowly peeling off PDMS stamp; 
5. Preparing the top SU8 film on another treated PDMS using the same spin-
coating and pre-baking recipe as the bottom.   
6. Transfer-printing SU8 onto the defect layer; 
7. Pre-baking the sandwich structure at 65 C for 5 min and 95 C for 5 min; 
8. Holographic exposure at 532 nm with a dose of 50 J/cm2 (0.3 s). 
9. Post-baking at 85 C for 20 min. 
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4.3 Light-matter interaction between introduced defects & their hosts 
Light-matter interaction has hardly been investigated in 3D holographic PhCs since their 
invention.[13] However, there have been extensive efforts focused on the PhCs realized by 
other methods, such as colloidal self-assembled opals[14], top-down etched 3D 
architectures[15] and so on. Two strategies are often used to introduce emitters into those 
PhCs: (1) 3D PhCs are immersed in organic dye or colloidal QD solutions, and therefore 
the entire structures are infiltrated with those emitters;[16-21] (2) emitters such as rare earth 
ions are directly doped into 3D scaffolds during template-assisted material 
conversions.[22] However, accurate studies on the SE manipulation require that the 
emitters be placed at well-defined locations in 3D PhCs. Both methods lead to a 3D PhC 
containing non-localized emitters that experience varying photonic environments at the 
surface and inside the crystal. In comparison, our technique can offer an excellent spatial 
control of the defect, allowing us to selectively place colloidal PbS QDs inside the PhC. 
The incorporation of the QD emitter follows the same procedure as the particle defect, 
except that the particle layer is replaced by a QD-SU8 composite film that is obtained via 
dispersing QDs (10 mg/ml in hexane) in dilute SU8 solution (14%). By altering the 
exposure type of this additive composite layer, we are able to convert it to either PhC 
lattice or a solid plane cavity. In each case, the emission of the embedded QDs is 
influenced by different photonic density of states (pDOS).     
 
4.3.1 Control of emission by photonic band gap 
The QD-SU8 mixture has a 0.2 wt% solid content of PbS QDs, exhibiting a very 
low absorption at 532 nm. Such composite is spin-casted into a ~800 nm thick film and 
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subsequently sandwiched between two 10 μm thick SU8 layers. As illustrated in Figure 
4.4a, after holographic exposure and development, the QDs are only confined in the 
middle crystal plane. Figure 4.4b presents a cleaved cross section of this structure. The 
highly uniform PhC lattice suggests the presence of QDs exerts no disturbance on either 
photoresist chemistry or holographic exposure. Reflectance and photoluminescence (PL) 
measurements are performed to characterize the optical properties of the QD-doped 
holographic PhCs. A 4 X objective with a numerical aperture of 0.1 is used for excitation 
as well as data collection in both measurements. Figure 4.5 shows the reflectance 
spectrum taken from a holographic PhC with quantum dots embedded in the middle 
lattice, where a nearly 80% reflectance peak arises at 1400 nm. The strong reflectance 
peak, also called Bragg peak, is collectively contributed by crystal layers that are above 
and below the QD-doped region and both have the same stop gap position. Therefore, the 
embedded QD emitters, tough introduced extrinsically with respect to the PhC, do not 
create any defect states and consequentially should interact directly with the modified 
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4.3.2 Control of emission by 3D photonic crystal microcavity 
Introducing defects into 3D holographic PhCs by transfer-printing also allow us to 
take the advantage of other established fabrication technologies such as conventional UV 
photolithography, to create reliable optical functionalities in a massively parallel manner. 
To illustrate this capability, we expose the QD-SU8 composite layer before printing with 
a photomask that consists of 200 μm ൈ 400 μm rectangle arrays. As illustrated in Figure 
4.6a, the exposed SU8 defect layer crosslinks during the post-bake and results in a solid 
SU8 film containing QDs. The reason that we pattern the defect layer into large islands is 
to provide an effective pathway for the developer to reach and develop the bottom PhCs, 
leading to a well-defined planar defect sandwiched between 3D PhC lattices (Figure 
4.6b). The homogenous QD-SU8 defect layer (within the rectangle region) inside the 3D 
PhC breaks the lattice periodicity and forms a vertical PhC microcavity, which 
consequentially opens allowed states in the forbidden photonic band. Figure 4.7 shows 
the reflectance spectrum from such structure. The dip at 1350 nm inside the Bragg peak is 
the cavity resonance mode associated with the defect layer. According to the so-called 
Purcell effect,[23] the spontaneous emission of an emitter will be enhanced if such emitter 
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The approach presented here can be extended to incorporations of arbitrary 
defects into 3D PhC building blocks. For instance, photonic circuits including emitters, 
microcavities, waveguides and detectors can be defined by standard micro/nano 
fabrication technologies prior to transfer-printing. In addition, alternately stacking 
multilayers of PhCs and defects can also be realized by repeatedly printing, to achieve 
more complex functions and more efficiently utilize the 3D space. Although the 
refractive index of the introduced defects is restricted for minimizing the scattering loss 
during the holographic exposure, there are a broad variety of photonic materials 
compatible with this technique such as most of organic polymers, inorganic oxides, 
nanocrystals, and porous media that possess a tunable refractive index based on its 
porosity.[24] If the transfer-printing is precisely aligned with the incident laser beams, 
where for the phase-mask-based holographic lithography [25] the transferred objects only 
need to register with respect to the phase mask, the defects can be incorporated with 
registration to the crystal lattice. In addition, by inverting the photoresist PhCs with high 
dielectric materials to increase their photonic strength, we can anticipate stronger light-
matter interactions at the confined defects.    
 
4.4 Conclusions 
In summary, we have demonstrated that transfer-printing provides an excellent 
means to embed a broad variety of artificial defects into holographic PhCs. The 
introduced defects can either remain unchanged or be dissolved during the process of 
holographic lithography, leading to either dielectric or air defects. We have also placed 
colloidal quantum dots at a specific location inside 3D PhCs. By changing their 
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surrounding photonic environments, we observe both suppressed and enhanced emission 
from the localized emitters. Our method provides a robust capability for adding 
functionalities into 3D PhCs, opening the door for realizing integrated photonic circuits 
in 3D holographic structures.     
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ASSEMBLY OF TUNABLE POROUS SILICON MICROCAVITY 
 
5.1 Introduction & motivation 
Excitement over the use of porous silicon (PSi) in the field of optoelectronics was 
first generated over twenty years ago with the observation of the material’s visible 
photoluminescence at room temperature.[1] The years following this discovery were filled 
with efforts to realize efficient PSi light-emitting devices,[2, 3] but achieving practical 
electroluminescence efficiency and stability has proven much more difficult than 
anticipated and,[4, 5] as such, has greatly shifted the application focus. Even so, the 
distinction of versatile optical material is still fitting for PSi, which is formed by 
electrochemically etching silicon (Si) in a hydrofluoric acid-based electrolyte, with the 
resultant porosity (i.e. void fraction) determined by the applied current density.  Part of 
PSi’s versatility is in the ability to obtain free-standing films by performing an 
electropolishing step that allows the detached film to be transferred to a new substrate. 
Additionally, a great strength of this porous material system is in the inherent ability to 
modulate the refractive index in two distinct manners—porosity variation and porosity 
infiltration—which has allowed PSi to make its mark in sensing applications.[6] In 
particular, porosity variations induced by time-varying etching currents enable the 
formation of high quality superlattices with pronounced optical signatures, such as 
vertical microcavities with sharp optical resonances,[7] that can be shifted due to the 
infiltration of the porous matrix with foreign media.[8, 9] Although these PSi vertical 
microcavities have been exploited more for sensing purposes, the fact remains that they 
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possess the ability to manipulate the emission of highly efficient light-emitting entities 
that spatially and spectrally overlap with the cavity.  
In spite of the realization of high quality monolithic vertical cavities,[10] the 
overall effort to demonstrate the coupling of emitters with PSi-based cavities has been 
unconvincing due in large part to the limited class of emitters that can be integrated 
inside the cavity and the difficulty in handling the fragile PSi films. As a result, most 
efforts have strictly relied on emitters that can either be embedded into the porous 
structure[11-13] or have been pre-embedded into the starting Si wafer used to fabricate the 
PSi.[14] While a hybrid vertical cavity utilizing PSi distributed Bragg reflectors (DBR) 
and a polymer defect layer has been considered,[15] the quality factor (Q-factor) of the 
resulting structure is too poor for photonic applications. More eloquent methods of 
assembling PSi photonic devices have been proposed, such as dry-removal lithography[16] 
and a biofunctionalization-driven self-assembly.[17] But, these techniques have been 
geared more towards the formation of PSi-based sensing arrays that lack the optical 
quality desired for emission modification applications.[18, 19] Recently approaches based 
on transfer-printing have realized a broad variety of heterogeneously integrated 
optoelectronic and photonic systems.[20-23] In this work, we demonstrate that a modified 
transfer-printing technique can enable the formation of high-quality PSi hybrid vertical 
microcavities that can incorporate different types of external emitters, such as dyes, 
quantum dots and solid-state thin films. Further, we utilize both routes to index 
modulation to show that PSi offers the ability to tune the external emitter in a fashion that 
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The assembly of polymer-PSi hybrid microcavity begins with printing a ~ 500 nm 
cured SU8 film onto a PSi DBR that consists of 15 pairs of alternating high (~2.6) and 
low (~1.7) refractive index layers (Figure 5.2a). Next, another PSi DBR with the same 
index contrast—but only 11 lattice periods—is transfer-printed onto the ½ λ SU8 cavity 
layer (Figure 5.2b). Figure 5.3 displays the cross section of such a hybrid microcavity, 
showing that the printed SU8 layer forms smooth and distinct interfaces with PSi. The 
optical properties of a hybrid microcavity, as well as a monolithic PSi microcavity 
obtained by a single etching procedure, are characterized by measuring the reflectance 
using a 4X objective with a 0.1 numerical aperture. As shown in Figure 5.4a, the cavity 
modes of these two types of microcavities both appear as sharp dips around the center 
(1500 nm) of the 300 nm broad DBR stop band and yield a similar Q-factor of ~750. This 
value, though two or three times larger than those reported previously for hybrid 
systems,[13] is significantly smaller than the Q-factor (~7000) of a monolithic structure 
measured with an very small spot size and numerical aperture,[27] suggesting that the our 
observed Q factor of our hybrid microcavity could potentially be limited by the 
reflectivity measurement.  The cavity mode across the entire printed SU8 cavity is found 
to be 1497.6 ± 6.8 nm (Figure 5.4b), where the small spectral deviation, though likely 
caused by the thickness variation of the SU8 cavity, demonstrates the capacity of our 





































Figure 5.4 (a) Reflectance spectrum of PSi-SU8 hybrid microcavity. (b) Spatial cavity 











































5.3 Coarse tuning of microcavity resonance 
The ability to form PSi-polymer hybrid microcavities affords the opportunity to 
control the emission of a variety of emitters that can be dispersed in the polymer matrix, 
such as organic dye molecules, colloidal quantum dots, and rare earth nanocrystals, 
among others. In order to utilize such a non-porous polymeric cavity, while still 
maintaining the aforementioned porosity-based refractive index modulation, we introduce 
an additional PSi layer inside the cavity that contacts the polymer layer, shown 
schematically in Figure 5.5. This layer, known as the cavity coupling layer (CCL), 
couples with the solid polymer layer to concurrently produce a resonant cavity mode 
located spectrally at ݉ߣ ൌ ݊ଵ݀ଵ ൅ ݊ଶ݀ଶ ൅ ݊ଷ݀ଷ, where m is the order of the cavity mode 
and ݊௜݀௜ is the optical thickness (the product of the refractive index and thickness) of the 
ith layer. Consequently, the refractive index modulation capabilities of PSi are extended 
to the cavity and pave a pathway to tune the cavity mode. Further, both routes to 
refractive index modulation can be utilized in the CCL, with porosity variation 
introducing a coarse tuning mechanism, while porosity infiltration provides a fine tuning. 
The porosity variation coarse tuning is accomplished by forming a gradient 
refractive index (GRIN) CCL that results in a large spatial variation of the cavity mode. 
In order to achieve a GRIN CCL, it is necessary to induce a spatially-varying current 
density during its formation, given that the resulting refractive index is determined by the 
local current density.[28] A straightforward method to introduce a spatially-varying 
current density is through the electrode.[29] During the formation of the PSi DBR, we 
utilize a Pt ring electrode (5 mm diameter) that resides ~25mm from the sample, giving a 
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5.4 Fine tuning of microcavity resonance 
The addition of a CCL can also provide an excellent means to finely tune the 
resonant mode of the pre-fabricated hybrid cavity. This can be done by gradually 
infiltrating the porous structure with a nanometer-scale, high aspect-ratio deposition tool 
such as atomic layer deposition (ALD). We demonstrate ALD-based tuning by 
constructing a 2 λ microcavity consisting of two CCL layers (450 nm optical thickness 
each) and a SU8 layer doped with PbS quantum dots (QDs) (Figure 5.7a). The 
microcavity resonance strongly influences the photoluminescence (PL) of the embedded 
QDs, leading to a significant redistribution of the emission spectrum in the normal 
direction, as shown in Figure 5.7b. The original broad PbS QD emission (linewidth: ~ 
100 nm) is severely suppressed everywhere inside the DBR stopband expect at the cavity 
mode. Before ALD, the measured PL position and linewidth from the hybrid microcavity 
are 1146 nm and 1.9 nm, respectively, corresponding to a Q-factor of ~ 600. Al2O3 ALD 
is subsequently applied to this structure from the top with a 1.2 Å per cycle deposition 
rate.  The conformal Al2O3 coating gradually increases the CCL optical thickness, 
causing the emission peak to red-shift ~ 0.8 nm per cycle in the spectrum. The emission 
peak eventually stops at 1163 nm after 20 cycles (Figure 5.8), which indicates that the 
porous network has pinched off. The magnitude of this spectral shifting, though 
ultimately restricted by pinch-off of the porous network, can be scaled by the refractive 
index of the material introduced during the ALD process. For example, a larger tuning 
range can be attained by increasing the volume fraction of CCL or infiltrating the CCL 
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5.10a compares the emission spectra of the GaAs film before and after inclusion in a 
microcavity. While the stand-alone GaAs material exhibits a relatively broad emission 
with 30 nm full width half maximum (FWHM), the GaAs emission from the microcavity 
is strongly modified and appears as a sharp peak at the position of the cavity mode. The 
measured emission peak linewidth is 1 nm (Figure 5.10b), corresponding to a Q-factor of 
~ 900.       
 
 
Figure 5.8 Emission spectra of QDs from a 2λ hybrid microcavity for different ALD 
cycles.  
 
Although promising hybrid light-emitting devices from Si and group III-V 
semiconductors have been demonstrated,[22, 30-32] they primarily operate below the Si 
bandgap ( > 1100 nm) to reduce the absorption loss from Si. Compared to Si, PSi exhibits 
a much smaller absorption above the Si bandgap due to the reduced absorbing volume 
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We have demonstrated that a modified transfer-printing technique enables the 
formation of high-quality, hybrid vertical microcavities that feature any arbitrary light-
emitting layer sandwiched between PSi DBRs. The resonant electromagnetic mode of 
this cavity structure couples with the emission spectrum of the light-emitting entity to 
severely suppresses emission everywhere in the stopband of the DBR, except at the 
spectral position of the cavity mode, where an emission enhancement occurs. We 
observed this redistributed emission separately for a PbS QD-doped polymer film and a 
GaAs solid-state thin film in a microcavity configuration with PSi DBRs.  Additionally, 
we have shown that the addition of a PSi CCL extends the inherent index modulation 
capabilities of PSi to the cavity. The PSi CCL provides a mechanism for tuning the 
hybrid microcavity’s resonant cavity mode and emission spectrum in both coarse and fine 
natures by way of intentional porosity variation and porosity infiltration, respectively. We 
specifically demonstrated coarse tuning in the form of a spatially varying cavity 
resonance through strategically forming a GRIN CCL. We used Al2O3 ALD to infiltrate 
the CCL and display our fine tuning capabilities, which have a range that scales 
according to the refractive index of the infiltrating material. 
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HIGH POWER LITHIUM ION MICROBATTERY FROM  
3D HOLOGRAPHIC LITHOGRAPHY 
 
6.1 Introduction & motivation 
3D bicontinuous porous electrodes can enable rapid charge and discharge for 
lithium ion batteries because of their shortened pathways for both liquid-phase and solid-
phase ion diffusions.[1] Recently this type of electrode has been integrated in 
interdigitated microbatteries (MBs),[2] exhibiting 2X greater energy density and 2000X 
greater power density compared to previous works.[3-5] Such MBs were realized by 
independently electroplating anode and cathode active materials on interdigitated arrays 
of 3D porous nickel scaffolds. The Ni scaffold was originally electro-deposited on a 
patterned gold substrate through colloidal crystals (opals), followed by removing the opal 
template. Although this work has set a few new records for high power MBs, there are 
several important issues to be addressed. (1) The Ni current collector grew isotropically 
inside opal templates during the bottom-up deposition. This led to hemispherically 
shaped electrodes that did not fully utilize the device volume, which consequentially hurt 
their energy density. (2) MBs often require tall electrodes (~100 μm) to achieve high 
areal energy density.[6] However, in the current fabrication scheme the electrode width 
scaled with its height due to the isotropic growth. Raising electrode height caused its 
width to increases simultaneously, which degraded their power performance and limited 
their areal density. (3) The growth of self-assembled colloidal opals is usually defective 
and also not compatible with microelectronic fabrications. (4) Probably the most 
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important issue is that the capacity of the battery decreased to 70% after 15 cycles. 
However, the battery should cycle for at least hundreds of times above 80% for practical 
applications. In this work, my goal is to address all the above problems using porous 
electrodes fabricated by 3D holographic lithography.  
 
6.2 Microbattery assembly 
6.2.1 Fabrication of microbattery templates 
The fabrication of the microbattery template involves both 3D holographic 
lithography and conventional photolithography. The former produces periodic 3D 
structures with submicron-sized features, and the latter defined the 2D interdigitated 
electrode pattern.  In principle, these two types of exposure can be performed on a single 
photoresist film in sequence. However, when made using SU8 negative photoresist, the 
3D structure suffers from volume shrinkage of ~ 40% during development, while the 2D 
pattern only shrinks ~ 7%, resulting in a large distortion in the structure. For example, the 
SU8 photoresist in Figure 6.1 is exposed in both manners and the distortion is clearly 
visible at the interface between the 2D and 3D patterns. In contrast, the 3D structure from 
positive-tone resist is immune to volume shrinkage. 2D and 3D photolithographies have 
been combined to make complex patterns in DNQ-based positive resists - AZ9620.[7] 
However, the DNQ-based photoresist often possesses a large absorption coefficient, 
which restricts the thickness of the 3D structure to ~10 μm. To address all the problems 
outlined in the introduction, I use SU8 resist to fabricate thick uniform 3D structures and 
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As shown in Figure 6.4a, Ni-Sn and MnO2 are sequentially electroplated onto the 
Ni scaffold as anode and cathode, respectively. The electrodeposition methods follow the 
procedures described previously,[1, 2] except that the pulsed voltage routine is modified to 
be 0.2 s on and 10 s off, to ensure the conformal coating through the whole 3D structure. 
Figure 6.4b (c) shows the cross-section micrograph of ~ 100 nm thick MnO2 (Ni-Sn) 
film conformally coated on Ni scaffold after 15 cycles of pulsed depositions. The sample 
is then immersed in LiOH and LiNO3 molten salts at 300 ºC for 30 min to lithiate the 
MnO2. Finally, the cathode and anode are independently charged to 3.8 V and 0.01 V 
versus lithium metal at 0.5 C, respectively. The electrolyte is a 1:1 ethylene carbonate : 
dimethyl carbonate and 1 M LiClO4. Finally, the microbattery is capped with a PDMS 
cover.    
 
6.3 Electrochemical testing of microbatteries 
The battery testing is carried out by galvanostatically charging and discharging 
the cell between 3.2 V and 1.4 V at various C rates. 1 C stands for charging/discharging 
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while only allowing Li ions to travel through. In our microbatteries, where the nano-
porous electrodes inherently have a large surface area, the initial SEI formation can 
significantly degrade the limited electrolyte, leading to a great lithium-ion loss in the 
battery. Thus, it is important to produce the SEI layer at the anode before assembling the 
full cell. In this work, we cycle the Ni-Sn electrode separately for 6 times before the full 
cell tests. Figure 6.5 shows the improved cyclability of such microbattery, where the cell 
possesses ~ 80% retained capacity after cycling for 100 times at 2 C.   
 
 
Figure 6.5 Capacity retention of a microbattery for the first 100 cycles. The charge and 
discharge rates are ~ 2 C.  
 
6.3.2 Power performance of the microbattery 
To study the power performance, a microbattery cell that consists of 35 μm wide 
electrode fingers and a PDMS cover is charged at 2 C and discharged at various C rates.  
Figure 6.6 shows the discharge curves at those currents. At 1 C, the battery possesses a 








































volumetric energy density of 4.5 μWh cm-2 μm-1. At 1000C, it delivers 0.6 μWh cm-2 μm-
1 (energy density) and a 3.6 mW cm-2 μm-1 (power density). The capacity retention of this 
microbattery versus C rates is presented in Figure 6.7, where the capacity was 
normalized to a 1 C discharge. The cell exhibits excellent power performance and 
cyclability at high C rates. Nearly 20% of the capacity is extracted from the battery at 
1000 C. However, as I will demonstrate later, the capacity retention at high C rates is 
closely related to the gap between the battery and the PDMS cover, as it governs the 
effective ion pathways in the electrolyte. After being cycled for 5 times at each high C 
rate, the battery only shows a small capacity loss (Figure 6.7).  
 
 
Figure 6.6 Galvanostatic discharge of a microbattery at various C rates. The width of the 
electrode is 35 μm and the battery is covered by PDMS.  
 

























Figure 6.7 Capacity retention of the microbattery cycled for 5 times at each C rate. The 
capacity of the cell at high C rates was normalized to the 1 C discharge. 
 
6.3.3 Tuning electrode finger width  
The desired height for a microbattery is often on the order of ~ 100 μm to achieve 
high areal energy density. Recent advances in photolithography techniques have enabled 
photoresist features with aspect ratios greater than 15, producing structures of a few 
hundred microns tall and a few microns wide.[12-14] In principle, the electrode spacing 
should be small such that the space in microbatteries is most efficiently utilized. To 
simulate a practical microbattery, we keep the electrode spacing at 15 μm and vary the 
electrode width to investigate the ion transport in 3D porous electrodes.  Figure 6.8a 
shows the discharge capacity retention of cells with 35 μm, 60 μm and 110 μm wide 
electrodes, but without PDMS covers. Although increasing the electrode width should 
lead to longer ion diffusion pathway inside electrodes, all three cells are found to have 
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The battery electrodes in a commercial product are generally tall (> 100 μm) and 
fully packaged. Because there is little excessive electrolyte above the electrodes, ions are 
forced to only diffuse in the lateral directions. To simulate this case, we cap the battery (8 
μm tall) with PDMS slabs to make ions travel laterally. Figure 6.9a shows the optical 
image of such covered battery electrodes immersed in electrolyte. Here we coat half of 
the PDMS with gold in order to visualize the interface between the PDMS cover and the 
electrode. Under a 50X objective, the gap between the PDMS and the electrode is 
estimated to be ~ 5 μm, which however can still guide the majority of ions to travel in 
this channel. Figure 6.9b shows the same sample configuration but with an external 
pressure applied to the PDMS. The slightly curved interface suggests a tight contact 
between the PDMS and the electrode. The tests in Figure 6.10 are performed on the cells 
that are packaged in this manner. The data from the cell with 110 μm electrode width in 
Figure 6.8a is also plotted here, which can be used to assess the performance of a 
microbattery with 8 μm wide electrodes given the nature of the ion diffusion in that cell. 
When raising the electrode width, the retained capacity at a constant discharge rate is 
observed to decrease significantly due to the increased diffusion length in electrodes. At 
1000C, only 3% of the capacity is extracted from the cell with 35 μm wide electrodes, 
while in the previous uncapped cells nearly 40% of capacity is available as ions shuttle in 
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Figure 6.11 Capacity retention of microbatteries of different porosities tested w/o PDMS 
covers.  
 
6.4 Simulation and optimization of microbattery in COMSOL 
A simple isothermal model for lithium ion batteries is developed in this section 
based on an assumption that ionic charges in our PDMS-capped batteries only travel in 
one dimension. The modeling is carried out in COMSOL which is well-known for its 
strength at solving complex differential equations using finite element analysis.[15, 16] 
 
6.4.1 Evaluation of lithium ion solid state diffusion   
Before constructing a detailed simulation that includes lithium-ion diffusions in 
both liquid phase and solid phase, we first simplify the task by assuming that charge 
species travel infinitely fast in electrolyte and only experience resistances from solid-state 
diffusion.  Such analysis can help us assess the lithium ion diffusion in active materials at 
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while at high C rates such as 500 C and 1000C the capacity retentions are 60% and 35%, 
respectively, suggesting that solid-state diffusion only limits the discharge at high C rates 
and the relatively poor capacity retentions observed at low C rates in experiment (Figure 
6.8a) might be caused by other mechanisms such as liquid-phase diffusion. The 
calculated lithium concentration in electrode (Figure 6.14a) also supports the fact that 
lithium ion diffusion in active materials is limited at high rates since a large fraction of 
lithium ions still remains in the negative electrode when the discharge ends. The lithium 
salt concentration in electrolyte at the end of discharge is shown in Figure 6.14b. The 
slightly polarized concentration profile is consistent with the assumption of our model.   
 
 
Figure 6.13 Simulated galvanostatic discharge of thin film batteries. The coatings of 
active materials on negative and positive electrode are 60 nm and 140 nm, respectively, 
and the gap between two electrodes is 100 nm.  
 



























Figure 6.14 Simulated (a) lithium concentration in the electrode and (b) electrolyte 











































































6.4.2 1D isothermal modeling of microbatteries 
Here we adopt Newman’s approach in FEA modeling.[18] The goal is to gain 
insights on electrochemical processes of fast charging/discharging in our microbatteries, 
while at the same time pointing out the design strategies for optimizing their 
performance. Because of the difficulties in defining the 3D holographic electrodes and 
the conformal active material coatings in the model, we approximate the 3D Ni scaffold 
and its active material coatings as an ensemble of spherical particles. As illustrated in 
Figure 6.15, the model contains the following elements: 
1) Ni current collectors that accounts for electronic conduction in electrodes; 
2) Conductive particles and active material spheres that form the electrodes. The 
diameter and filling fraction of Ni-Sn spheres in the negative electrode is 60 nm 
and 30%. For the positive electrode, the diameter and filling fraction of MnO2 
particles is 140 nm and 30%. The electrode width in the simulation represents half 
of the dimension in experiment, because each anode (cathode) interacts with two 
adjacent cathodes (anodes).  
3) Electrolyte made of 1M LiClO4 in 1:1 EC : DMC. The effects of concentration on 
ionic conductivity are introduced from experimentally measured values;[19]  
4) Two electrodes are separated by 15 μm; 
5) Ionic charge transports between electrodes and electrolyte;  
6) Equilibrium potential obtained experimentally from discharge curves to entail 
Butler-Volmer electrode kinetics.  
During the simulation, the electrical potential in the electron conducting phase is 
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Table 6.1 Values of parameters used in COMSOL modeling.  
 
6.4.3 Optimization of electrode width  
The influence of the porous electrode width on the battery performance is studied 
in the section. The capacity retention is simulated at various discharge rates for 
microbatteries of different electrode widths and presented in Figure 6.16. The capacity at 
high C rates is normalized to that of 1C, where the cell is considered to undergo a quasi-
equilibrium discharge, as all the capacity of the battery can be extracted at such rate. 
There exists a critical dimension for the electrode width in each C rate curve, below 









Εs Solid phase electrode vol‐fraction 0.3
Εl Liquid phase electrode vol‐fraction 0.3
i_1C 1C discharge current density 3.6[A/m^2]
τ Tortuosity of electrode 2.7
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these batteries have been discharged to a similar state of charge. However, above this 
value, the capacity dramatically decreases when the electrode width increases. As I will 
discuss later, this critical length is closely related to the ion diffusion length in liquid 
phase. Compared to the experimental data in Figure 6.10a, the simulation follows the 
same trend that the high-rate capacity retention generally becomes worse with wider 
electrodes, though they only have a good agreement at high discharge rates. When the 
electrodes are very narrow, the cells experience less resistance from ion diffusion in 
electrolyte. In extreme cases, e.g. at the intercept points in Figure 6.16, the capacity 
retention reaches maximum and the battery is only limited by solid-state ion diffusion.  
   
 
Figure 6.16 Simulated capacity retention for cells with different electrode width at 
various discharge rates.  
 

























For interdigitated microbatteries that have a fixed footprint or volume, cells with 
wider electrodes can provide larger energy density. This is because the number of gaps 
between the electrodes (Figure 6.17a) is reduced, even if less fraction of the total energy 
is discharged. We plot the simulated energy density for cells with different electrodes at 
various discharge rates in Figure 6.17b (the curve is normalized to the energy density 
measured experimentally from the cell with 35 μm wide electrodes). For 1 C discharge, 
the cell can release all the energy, and therefore the energy density grows monotonically 
as the electrode gets wider, obeying W/(W+G), where W and G are the electrode width 
and the spacing between them. At high C rates, the energy density initially increases but 
reaches the peak at some critical length. The lithium concentration profile in the 
electrodes and the salt concentration profile in the electrolyte are simulated for cells with 
21 μm, 56 μm and 84 μm wide electrodes at the end of a 20 C discharge. These three 
electrode widths correspond to three different regimes in Figure 6.18a. For W = 21 μm, 
the electrolyte is only slightly polarized and the lithium concentration reaches the 
maximum in the positive electrode and the minimum in the negative electrode at the end 
of discharge. Thus, the cell can be fully discharged when W < 56 μm. At W = 56 μm, 
there is a large gradient in the lithium salt concentration across the cell and the 
concentration nearly drops to zero at the center of the positive electrode. However, in this 
cell ion diffusion is still sufficient to deliver charges through the entire electrodes so that 
a complete lithiation is achieved in the cathode. When W = 84 μm, the salt is completely 
depleted at the position X > 70 μm as lithium ions are not able to travel this far in the 
electrode during discharging, which ends the electrochemical processes prematurely and 
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Table 6.2 Comparisons between simulated critical electrode width and calculated 
electrolyte-phase diffusion length at various discharge rates.  
 
6.5 Conclusions 
We develop high-power lithium-ion micro batteries based on 3D holographic 
lithography, a technique that has excellent design flexibility and great potential for on-
chip applications. The photolithographically defined electrode patterns allow the porous 
electrode to grow vertically, which is important for making tall (high areal energy 
density) and narrow (high power density) electrode arrays. The cycle life of our batteries 
is much improved by pre-cycling the anode to form the necessary solid-electrolyte-
interphase layer. The battery exhibits excellent capacity retention at both low and high 
discharge rates. The design parameters for optimizing the energy density are calculated at 
certain power based on experiments and modeling. The liquid-phase ion diffusion is 
responsible for the decreased energy density in the cells with wide electrodes. 
Calculations indicate that for a certain discharge rate, the value of the optimal electrode 
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CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 
 
7.1 Conclusions 
This thesis research has focused on using 3D periodic structures to enhance light-
matter interaction and energy storage. It began with investigation of fundamentals on 
controlling spontaneous emission via 3D photonic crystals in Chapter 2, which 
demonstrated that the photonic band structure of silicon inverse PhCs can be specifically 
and finely tailored using ALD at an intermediate step between template fabrication and 
silicon inversion. This was coupled with the incorporation of rare earth nanoparticle 
emitters into the silicon inverse PhCs at a well-defined location provided by a simple 
experimental procedure. The narrow emission linewidth of rare earth nanoparticles and 
the photonic band gap tuning enabled the study on the effect of the photonic DOS on 
spontaneous emission. Time-resolved experiments revealed that the emission rate of 
embedded emitters can be strongly manipulated by the stopgap of silicon inverse opals; 
up to a 61% change of emission decay rate was observed between the enhanced and the 
inhibited SE. 
To fully unitize the optical properties of 3D photonic crystals, functional defects 
such as microcavities must be created. In Chapter 3, a new type of vertical microcavity 
was developed by combining 3D Si inverse opal PhCs and Si thin films. Such structure 
was first modeled in FDTD to calculate the corresponding cavity modes and Q-factor. 
The 3D PhC microcavity was then assembled by advanced transfer-printing with micro-
structured stamps. Since each layer of the sandwich structure was fabricated 
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independently, this design can potentially allow us to specifically pattern cavity layer to 
achieve certain modal profile or incorporate emitters to control their emission properties. 
The previous two projects were based on colloidal self-assembled photonic 
crystals, which are easy to fabricate but have plenty of undesired defects. In comparison, 
3D holographic lithography can achieve structures with large area and free of synthetic 
defects. Chapter 4 has demonstrated that this technique combined with transfer-printing 
provided an excellent means to embed a broad variety of artificial defects into 
holographic PhCs. The introduced defects can either remain unchanged or be dissolved 
during the process of holographic lithography, leading to either dielectric or air defects. 
Moreover, colloidal quantum dots were also placed at a specific location inside 3D PhCs. 
By changing their surrounding photonic environments, both suppressed and enhanced 
emission were observed from the localized emitters. Our method provides a robust 
capability for adding functionalities into 3D PhCs, opening the door for realizing 
integrated photonic circuits in 3D holographic structures.     
Chapter 5 has demonstrated that a modified transfer-printing technique enabled 
the formation of high-quality, hybrid vertical microcavities that feature any arbitrary 
light-emitting layer sandwiched between PSi DBRs. The resonant electromagnetic mode 
of this cavity structure coupled with the emission spectrum of the light-emitting entity to 
severely suppress emission everywhere in the stopband of the DBR, except at the spectral 
position of the cavity mode, where an emission enhancement occured. This redistributed 
emission was observed separately from a PbS QD-doped polymer film and a GaAs solid-
state thin film in a microcavity configuration with PSi DBRs.  The addition of a PSi CCL 
extended the inherent index modulation capabilities of PSi to the cavity. The PSi CCL 
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provided a mechanism for tuning the hybrid microcavity’s resonant cavity mode and 
emission spectrum in both coarse and fine natures by way of intentional porosity 
variation and porosity infiltration, respectively.  
So far, I have showed that 3D periodic structures can control light-matter 
interactions. However, their applications are not only limited to photonics. In fact, the 3D 
mesoporous network can significantly facilitate electrochemical processes. This was 
demonstrated in Chapter 6, where a high-power lithium-ion micro battery was developed 
from 3D holographic structures.  In particular, the photolithographically defined electrode 
patterns allowed the porous electrode to grow vertically, which was important for making 
tall (high areal energy density) and narrow (high power density) electrode arrays. The 
cycle life of the batteries was much improved by pre-cycling the anode to form the 
necessary solid-electrolyte-interphase layer. The battery exhibited excellent capacity 
retention at both low and high discharge rates. The design parameters for optimizing the 
energy density were calculated at certain power based on experiments and modeling. The 
liquid-phase ion diffusion was found to be responsible for the decreased energy density in 
the cells with wide electrodes. Calculations indicated that for a certain discharge rate, the 
value of the optimal electrode width was similar to the liquid-phase ion diffusion length 
in the electrode.   
 
7.2 Future work 
Transfer-printing has enabled the formation of high-quality hybrid vertical 
microcavities that consist of porous silicon DBR and extrinsic light emitters. Although 
such effort has led to realizations of strong emission manipulation of the emitting entities 
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located inside the microcavity, the anticipated lasing behavior has not been observed. 
One possible reason is the lack of proper gain media. In particular, the quantum yield of 
the PbS quantum dots embedded in porous silicon microcavities was less than 40%, 
which is far from the desired quantum efficiency for a laser. The heterogeneous GaAs 
thin film, though possessing high quantum yield, does not have the correct structural 
design. The strong absorption at cavity nodes results in a very lossy microcavity. In order 
to realize lasing in a vertical microcavity, the gain media must satisfy two conditions: 1) 
they must have near unity quantum efficiency; 2) the absorption at cavity nodes must be 
reduced. Two promising candidates are III-V compound quantum dots and quantum 
wells. These emitters are highly efficient due to the quantum confinement. Also, because 
of the accurate spatial control in epitaxial growth, gain media can be structured so that 
they only appear at antinode positions. I believe that with appropriate gain media, porous 
Si-III-V hybrid coherent light sources can be realized in a new wavelength regime 
between 900 nm and 1100 nm.  
The success of incorporating functional defects in 3D holographic photonic 
crystals provides an excellent opportunity for sensing applications. For example, a thin 
porous silicon film can be embedded between two 3D holographic photonic crystals to 
form a vertical microcavity. The cavity mode of such structure will shift as the extrinsic 
chemical species change the refractive index of porous silicon. While sensors based on 
porous silicon microcavities have been widely used for this purpose, the hybrid porous 
silicon SU8 structure can potentially outperform them for the following reasons: 1) the 
sub-micron pores in 3D SU8 photonic crystals can facilitate gas or chemical to easily 
reach the porous silicon cavity; 2) SU8 exhibits a highly different surface from porous 
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silicon (e.g. SU8 is highly hydrophobic.), which can allow foreign species to selectively 
attach to porous silicon only. However, in monolithic porous structures, gas or chemical 
have to diffuse through a thick mesoporous DBR before reaching the cavity and also coat 
the entire structure at the same time. Therefore, hybrid structures require less amount of 
material infilling to shift the refractive index of the cavity and thus can provide a better 
sensitivity.  
So far photonic crystals have proved to be a powerful tool to control light-matter 
interactions. Previous works have focus on utilizing them to modify either emission or 
absorption. However, it is possible to realize more complex functions in photonic crystals 
by adding both emitters and absorbers. For example, two coupled microcavities can be 
created with emitters located in one cavity and absorbers in the other one. If the two 
cavities have the same cavity mode and quality factor Q, the emission and absorption are 
both enhanced by a factor of Q. However, since the emission from the emitters can also 
be absorbed by the absorbers, the enhancement of the system response is Q2. This 
experiment can be achieved with both 3D photonic crystals and porous silicon DBRs 
using the transfer-printing technique.  
The microbatteries developed in this thesis have shown excellent power 
performance and cycle life. However, since the current collector is directly inverted from 
the holographic template, it exhibits a high volume filling fraction (40%~60%), which 
limits the growth of the active materials and thus the energy density of the battery. This 
problem can be solved either by developing a new type of 3D bicontinuous template that 
has high volume fraction (70% ~ 90%) or by fabricating the current collector via metal 
CVD. Moreover, the height of the current microbatteries is ~ 10 μm, which is primarily 
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limited by poor adhesion between SU8 and ITO glass (thick SU8 film often delaminates 
during development due to the stress caused by volume change.) and the difficulty in 
removing the SU8 in the presence of nickel current collect (because nickel also reacts 
with O2 plasma and significantly reduces their diffusion length). In this case, a 3D 
template that is made of low-absorption positive photoresists is preferred due to the fact 
that they exhibit little volume change upon exposures and can be easily removed by 
organic solvent or strong basic solutions.   
 
 
 
